We report the first observation, in a supersonic flow, of the evolution of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability from a single-mode initial condition. To obtain these data, we used a novel experimental system to produce a steady shock wave of unprecedented duration in a laser-driven experiment. The shocked, flowing material creates a shear layer between two plasmas at high energy density. We measured the resulting interface structure using radiography. Hydrodynamic simulations reproduce the large-scale structures very well and the medium scale structures fairly well, and imply that we observed the expected reduction in growth rate for supersonic shear flow.
The Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instability [1, 2] , which can produce vortical structures and turbulence, is ubiquitous in shear flows, and is responsible for intermixing of materials in both natural and engineering systems.
The flows in stellar processes [3, 4] , astrophysical jets [5] , and protoplanetary disks [6] are typically supersonic.
Compressibility becomes significant in supersonic flows, altering the evolution of the instability so that the KH behavior in such flows is an important topic of fundamental interest. Here we report the first experimental observation of structure produced by KH evolving from a well-controlled, single-mode initial condition in a steady, supersonic, compressible flow.
The growth and saturation of single KH modes, producing features described as "rollups," is a fundamental building block of all more complex KH evolution. Past work has proven unable to observe single-mode KH behavior in the supersonic regime. Work producing supersonic merged flows over wedges [7] or counter-streaming supersonic flows with no seed modulation [8] generated uncontrolled, multimode initial conditions that precluded single-mode observations. Other recent work observed the growth of (random) multimode KH driven by subsonic, shear flow [9, 10] . The single-mode experiment of Harding et al. [11] produced rollups via a different mechanism: the baroclinic (∇ρ × ∇p) deposition of vorticity by laser-driven shock fronts, with negligible contributions from the later, subsonic shear flow. (Here p is pressure and ρ is density.)
The present experiment also establishes a platform that can be iterated to explore compressible, HED, shear flows in more detail. We do not know without experiments to what extent the development of structure or turbulence at small scales will affect the evolution of large-scale structures [12] , but do know [13, 14] that such effects exist in incompressible flows. The evolution of shear flows in dense, compressible plasmas might also be altered by heat conduction, actual material structure, or the many small shock waves present. Among several other possible factors, uncertainties associated with these issues might contribute to the inability to predict recent experiments at the National Ignition Facility [15, 16] .
The relevant codes have only been validated against the large-scale structures of shear flow. The present experiment, and future experiments using this platform, can provide a higher level of validation of predictions of smallscale turbulent structures [17] .
We designed our experiment so that the growth would be primarily due to shear flow and so that compressible (i.e., supersonic) effects would be significant. The choice of conditions was based on the exponential growth rate for small-amplitude modes, which characterizes the strength of the instability, even in the nonlinear regime.
For the relevant conditions in which there is no surface tension, and gravitational acceleration and viscous effects are negligible, and in which a thin velocity shear layer is located at an interface between two fluids, the growth rate for subsonic, incompressible flows [18] is
The wavenumber of the modulation is k, the difference in velocity across the interface is ∆u, the subscript on the density designates a specific fluid region, and the Atwood number A is (ρ 2 − ρ 1 )/(ρ 2 + ρ 1 ). The growth rate for compressible flows [19, 20] is
where the convective Mach number, M c , is defined as for the flow to be supersonic in the usual sense is that M c 0.5). Figure 1 shows the ratio γ/γ ic as a function of A and M c [21] . For the parameters of the experiment, compressible effects are predicted to reduce the smallamplitude growth rate by a factor of 2.
The experimental design [21] exploited the long pulses available on Omega EP [22] to create sustained, steady, laser-driven shocks of unprecedented duration. We drove the experiment using three sequential laser beams, each having a ∼ 10-ns pulse and of wavelength 351 nm. This At the rear of the insulator, and in the top half of the target, this shock then reached a layer of low-density foam. In response, a shock wave propagated through the foam, while a rarefaction returned through the insulator and ablator. The thickness of the ablator was chosen so that the eventual return wave from the ablation surface would not reach the evolving modulations on experimental timescales, throughout which the shock wave in the foam was sustained and steady. In the lower half of the target, the incoming shock wave was retarded by a layer of dense tin. The shock wave in the foam moved quickly across the tin and then generated shear across a plastic surface onto which the a modulation had been machined, having a 100 µm wavelength, λ, and a 5 µm amplitude.
The ∼ 0.63 Mbar pressure in the shocked foam drove a shock wave into this plastic material, converting it to plasma and deflecting the foam-plastic interface. We refer to the angle between the unshocked interface and the deflected interface as the deflection angle. HYADES is a Lagrangian radiation-hydrodynamic code including a laser-absorption model. Additional 2D modeling with CRASH [24] , which has a multi-dimensional laser package, also confirm the modeling of the laserdriven behavior. The experiment was designed so that the vorticity produced by baroclinic effects was small compared to that driven by the steady, shear flow. Unfortunately, this experimental approach does not enable one to vary M c significantly.
We measured the interface structure radiographically.
The measurement used a spherical crystal imager [25] to image Cu K α x-rays, produced by irradiating a 1 mm dia.
Cu foil with 850 J of laser light of 1053 nm wavelength, focused to a 200 µm-dia. spot, in a 10 ps pulse, at a se-lected time of interest. These x-rays propagated through the target and to the crystal, which imaged them onto a Fuji TM MS image plate [26] . The modulated plastic layer included the tracer strip shown in Figure 2 , which localized the x-ray opacity in the central portion of the target so that the structure seen in the image is not complicated by effects from the edges of the target along the line of sight. We obtained images from 40 to 65 ns. Figure 4a shows an example of the resulting data, in which the growing modulations can be clearly seen.
We processed the radiographic data using an unsharpmask algorithm [10, 21] to obtain the interface location, and analyzed the results to infer several quantities of interest, shown in Table I . We determined the shock location for each radiograph by locating the position where the surface of the plastic was deflected downward, and inferred the shock velocity from these observations at various times. We obtained the compression by fitting the motion of the shock wave and the thermal insulator, and inferred the shear velocity using the basic shock equations. Note also that shock compression causes the spacing of the rollups to be smaller than the initial imposed wavelength [21] . In the table, we also show the same quantities from the simulation of These parameters can be used to estimate the rate at which the system could transition to turbulence. The modulations curl into vortical structures with a characteristic large-eddy timescale for turbulent evolution given as τ = λ/∆u [27] . Classically, this value is used to approximate the time it takes for a modulation to curl around itself once in an incompressible shear flow with homogeneous turbulence. The parameters listed in Table I imply that the oldest undisturbed modulations have been allowed to evolve for two to three τ , long enough to have plausibly developed a turbulent interior, despite effects of compressibility and inhomogeneity [21] . Here, we define medium-scale structures to be on the order of 10 to 15 µm, which is at the edge of our diagnostic resolution [25] . An example of medium-scale structure is the curled tip that arises as a modulation evolves, whereas the peak-to-valley amplitude of the vortices is an example of large-scale structure. Comparisons of the data and the simulations using pure shear flow support the conclusion that compressibility affects KH evolution. Figure 5 plots the modulation amplitude from the two simulations against the measured experimental amplitude. To do so, we found the experimental amplitude by rotating the image so that an interface deflected by 7.7 degrees (the measured average) would be horizontal, using the shock front to define t s = 0. The height is calculated as the difference between how far a given central peak of the heavy fluid has penetrated into the lighter fluid, and the average of how far the lighter fluid has penetrated into the heavy fluid on either side of the central peak. The vertical error bars are determined from the resolution limit of the diagnostic. We found the corresponding amplitude from the simulations, with respect to the location of the interface in a simulation without a seed perturbation [21] .
One sees that the dashed curve, from the simulation having M c = 0.85, matches the growth of the modulations while the curve from the M c = 0.10 simulation does not.
We can see that across all the data, until ∆ut s /λ ∼ 4, the amplitude from the simulation of the compressible case is reasonably consistent with the data and that, in contrast, the amplitude from simulation of the incompressible case is not, over most of the relevant period.
In summary, we have reported the first observations of the evolution of single-mode modulations under the influence of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in a supersonic flow. We obtained these data by using a novel experimental system to produce a steady shock wave of unprecedented duration, and using the shocked, flowing material to create a shear layer between two plasmas at high energy density. Our data can be used to benchmark hydrodynamic models or nonlinear theories. Future work can explore multimode behavior and ultimately the transition to turbulence.
